Abstract. This paper analyses die pressing method used for fabrication of ring-shaped parts, which assures significant metal economy. Computer simulation results obtained with PAM-STAMP software are compared with experimental data. The research outcome is the established range of applicability of die-pressing method for manufacturing ring-shaped parts.
. Ring-shaped part fabrication. 1 billet; 2 punch; 3 die; 4 lid; 5 finished part
The purpose of this work was to analyze the applicability of the die pressing method and estimate the usage efficiency of this method for producing ring-shaped parts which OOO Machine building plant Tonar employs in trailers and semi-trailers, quarry dump trucks and high-capacity truck trains. At this enterprise, ring-shaped parts ( Table 1 contains the range of dimensions for ring-shaped parts to be investigated. The thickness S of the primary blank, as the limiting case, is assumed to equal 1 mm for all ratios of D and B. To determine the range of applicability of the die pressing method, the PAM-STAMP software package was used to develop a computer simulation technique for the process of ring-shaped parts fabrication [3] . Geometric dimensions of the initial billet were calculated taking into account the change in the length of the middle line of the initial billet during the deformation, with the straightline part of the billet bending, and the radius part unbending [4] .
The A dimension for different sizes of the rings ( Figure 3 ) was determined using the formula:
where k is the coefficient of the displacement of the neutral layer; it depends on the R/B ratio. The finite-element models of the die and the blank (Fig.4) were created in the PAM-STAMP software package. After the analysis of the computer simulation data, the range of applicability for the pressing method was determined for the specified dimensions. The shaded area in Fig. 10 represents the area of the usage efficiency for the method under investigation. 
Conclusion
1. The process of manufacturing ring-type parts by compressing an oval billet was simulated using the PAM-STAMP software package. The computer modelling results helped establish the range of applicability, i.e. the area of usage efficiency for the die pressing method in the specified dimensions range. This area denotes feasibility of the die pressing method for ring-shaped parts. The parts whose dimensions are outside the specified area should be fabricated using a different method (cutting and punching, stamping a hollow billet, lathe turning from a sheet blank, etc.).
2. The possibility of fabricating a ring-shaped part (D = 82 mm, B = 16 mm) using die pressing was verified experimentally. A ring-shaped part was produced with the required outer diameter of 82 mm and the circumference deviation β = 0.97%, which demonstrates close convergence with the computer simulation results.
3. The obtained range of applicability can be used to develop the process design methodology for fabricating ring-shaped parts by sheet metal pressing.
